
Company Supervisor

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Objective is to establish a stable career in which to improve myself, my employer, and the quality 
of both. To accurately complete the tasks, goals, and training required while advancing to the 
highest level of performance possible within the company/unit.

Skills

Computer Skills, Customer Service, Report Writing, Asset/Customer Protection, 
Regulation/Conduct Enforcement.

Work Experience

Company Supervisor
ABC Corporation  September 2011 – June 2013 
 Responsible for ensuring the highest level of efficiency achievable throughout each job site.
 Supervised 20 or more guards at 16 or more sites through fluctuating contracted hours and 

sites.
 Performed security-related duties which involved multi-tasking of processes to ensure 

situational awareness and security of persons or places.
 Provided immediate response to breaches of security and/or emergency situations; taking 

appropriate steps to prevent entry to secure areas.
 Functioned under general supervision, referring issues, only when needed, that may have 

represented changes in policy, approach, or unusual situations to the supervisor for review 
and decision and made suggestions to improve security processes and procedures.

 Wrote reports, maintaining knowledge of all job sites, training/educating multiple subordinates
for multiple sites and ensuring efficient and productive company operations by promptly 
responding to threats, violations or potential violations and security incidents, conducting 
internal and criminal investigatory procedures to ensure proper moral and ethical job 
practices, and credible criminal documentation for incidents and events that may require due 
process/court examination.

 Identified, distributed, and balanced workload and tasks among employees; Trained and 
arranged for training of employees on procedures, use of various electronic equipment,etc.

Company Supervisor
Delta Corporation  2010 – 2011 
 Light Wheeled Vehicle Mechanic Responsible for maintaining companys fleet of light &amp; 

heavy wheeled vehicles including overhaul and rebuild of diesel .
 Troubleshot electrical and mechanical deficiencies and repaired or replaced faulty parts.
 Lead instructor for children ages 2-5 years old.
 Responsible for developing informative and creative curriculum for beginner Ballet and Tap 

students that focus on stimulating a childs creativity .
 Provide training &amp; education to students aging from 6-17 years old in dance styles such 

as in ballet, tap, jazz, liturgical, cheerleading, preschool .
 Provide creative guidance, training and support to the faculty and students who are involved 

in the Dance ensemble while managing its choreography .
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 Sold $10,000 in VIP party packages Provided concierge/safety service to customers while in 
Cancun.

Education

Administration Of Justice
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